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Mesos in ActionManning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		Mesos in Action introduces readers to the Apache Mesos cluster manager and the concept of application-centric infrastructure. Filled with helpful figures and hands-on instructions, this book guides you from your first steps creating a highly-available Mesos cluster through deploying applications in...
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BlackBerry Pearl For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Manage your contacts, appointments, e-mail, and media
    

    Find out how to do a string of things with your BlackBerry Pearl!    

    It's a fact — your BlackBerry Pearl can do almost anything except bake a pie — but you can use it to e-mail a recipe!    

    This friendly...
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Model-Based Software Testing and Analysis with C#Cambridge University Press, 2007
This book teaches new methods for specifying, analyzing, and testing software; essentials for creating high-quality software. These methods increase the automation in each of these steps, making them more timely, more thorough, and more effective. The authors work through several realistic case studies in-depth and detail, using a toolkit built on...
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Stored Procedures, Triggers And User Defined Functions on DB2 Universal Database for Iseries (IBM Redbooks)IBM Press, 2004
Stored procedures, triggers and User Defined Functions are the key database features for developing robust and distributed applications. In V5R1, SQL Triggers are supported on DB2 Universal Database for iSeries to give much more portability to the database.

This IBM Redbook includes the latest announced features in V5R1 and V5R2 on...
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Model Driven Architecture for Reverse Engineering Technologies: Strategic Directions and System EvolutionEngineering Science Reference, 2010

	The software industry has evolved to tackle new approaches aligned with the Internet, object-orientation, distributed components and new platforms. However, the majority of the large information systems running today in many organizations were developed many years ago with technologies that are now obsolete. These old systems, known as legacy...
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Practical Zendesk Administration: Best practices for setting up your customer service platformO'Reilly, 2012

	
		We built Zendesk back in 2007 because we were frustrated with the quality of the customer
	
		service applications that existed at the time. The vast majority of these “solutions”
	
		were big, clunky, on-premise enterprise applications, distributed on CDs, and took forever
	
		to deploy. Even proof-of-concept projects...
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ZeroMQPackt Publishing, 2013

	For C developers who want a comprehensive introduction to ZeroMQ, this is the perfect tutorial. With a user-friendly approach and practical examples, it covers everything from fundamental message patterns to working with multiple sockets.


	Overview

	
		Learn fundamental message/queue design patterns

...
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Git in PracticeManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Git in Practice is a collection of 66 tested techniques that will optimize the way you and your team manage your development projects. The book begins with a brief reminder of the core version control concepts you need when using Git and moves on to the high-value features you may not have explored...
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Applied Ontology Engineering in Cloud Services, Networks and Management SystemsSpringer, 2012

	Metadata standards in today’s ICT sector are proliferating at unprecedented levels, while automated information management systems collect and process exponentially increasing quantities of data. With interoperability and knowledge exchange identified as a core challenge in the sector, this book examines the role ontology engineering...
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J2EE and XML DevelopmentManning Publications, 2002
Geared toward experienced developers, this reference demonstrates how Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE), and XML technologies can be used together to create more robust distributed applications and software systems. The use of XML technology to extend and enhance the capabilities of the J2EE platform is covered in detail. Discussed...
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Deploying Cisco Wide Area Application Services (Networking Technology)Cisco Press, 2008
Design and deploy Cisco WAN optimization and application acceleration solutions for the enterprise WAN

Today, IT organizations are increasingly squeezed by competing demands. They must support more distributed users who demand greater availability and performance. They must protect their digital assets...
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Practical Eclipse Rich Client Platform Projects (Practical Projects)Apress, 2009
Eclipse and the Rich Client Platform (RCP) together form a leading development platform. It provides a lightweight software component framework based on plug–ins. In addition to allowing Eclipse to be extended using other programming languages, it provides the key to the seamless integration of tools with Eclipse. The RPC gives Eclipse its...
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